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ABSTRACT 

Agustiana, Naning, 2016. “Moral Values In The Lyric Of Harris J’s Songs”, 

Thesis, Tarbiyah, English Department, The State College for Islamic Studies of 

Kediri, Advisors: (1) Dr. Toyyibah, M. Pd. (2) Chothibul Umam, M.Pd. 

Keywords: Song, lyric, Harris J Values 

Song lyric are the words of a song or song text. It adds meaning to the 

song that expresses the song writer idea about any phenomena. Every song has its 

own meaning and moral values. It is because through song lyric, the song writer 

can conduct communication with the listener about what they think of something 

in their own perspective that may different from other. Lyrics are written as a 

form of the interaction between the writer and the listeners. In song can be cited as 

a media to transfer message, or expressions in order to achieve the pure feeling, 

joyful, aspirations, or ambitions. Music have various values such as moral, 

religious, and sociological values. There are many message or information that 

can be taken from the song. This research’s aim is describing the moral values of 

Harris J song’s lyric that available on Salam Alaikum, Worth it, I promise, The 

one,Good Life and Rosull Allah. 

In collecting and analyzing data, the researcher uses descriptive qualitative 

research. To make easier, the researcher uses paraphrse method to uncover the 

content of the Harris J songs. After finishing the paraphrases, the reseacher 

concludes moral values that Harris J song’s. The data are six songs among the 

other songs which included in Salam Alaikum, Worth it, I promise, The one,Good 

Life and Rosull Allah. 

In research paraphrasing and analyzing key word and finding the moral 

values there are several moral values, those are : 1) Moral values that existed in 

“Sallam Alaikum” is about people always give peacefulness and respecting other 

he want give love to another person. 2) Moral values that existed in “ Worth it” is 

about to optimist realize the dream, and faithful. Never surrender to create dream 

in life. In living everyday life reserve the optimism is not easy to give up and 
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despair. Optimistic habit can lead us to be successful. Faith and trust to be better. 

Belief to god always help every people if their always bring something close itself 

to god. 3) Moral values that existed in “The One” is about belief to God, and 

tawakal to God. Just belief to God and always juxtapose myself to God. 4) Moral 

values that existed in “I promise” is about promise to parent. Children promise to 

parents always beside to their. Give love and affection to parent us parent give 

love and affection to child. 5) Moral values that existed in “Good Life” is about 

people thanking to God for always give good life and him always be grateful what 

give God for him. 6) Moral values that existed in “Roaull Allah” is about belief to 

Rasull Allah. Every muslim belief Rosull Allah their now if Rasull send for all 

people in the world, for indicate road correctness. 


